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My Hero Academia: Vigilantes
A new, original series from celebrated creator Frank Cho (Totally Awesome Hulk, Savage Wolverine)!
nFull of fast-paced action, Skybourne is Indiana Jones meets James Bond with fantasy elements thrown
in. Cho describes it as "one of the most cinematic stories I've envisioned." The legend of King Arthur is
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alive and well in modern day. Only one man, Skybourne, can stop the evil Merlin from destroying the
world.

Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 21
Gorgeous color art from Eiichiro Oda’s One Piece! The first three Color Walk art books collected into
one beautiful compendium. Color images and special illustrations from the world’s most popular
manga, One Piece! This compendium features over 300 pages of beautiful color art as well as interviews
between the creator and other famous manga artists, including Akira Toriyama, the creator of Dragon
Ball. This first volume covers the early parts of the series—from the East Blue arc where the main
characters of the Straw Hat pirates first meet, to the Skypiea arc where Luffy and friends face their
greatest adventures yet!

Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 20
The battle in Rumble Town rages on, and Konrad shows no signs of stopping the onslaught against his
own people. Seth, Mélie and Grimm team up to fight Konrad and the Inquisition, but a new opponent
enters the fight—Hameline, a Nemeses Tamer! As the fight rages throughout the city, Rumble Town’s
entire islet risks collapsing! Will Seth and his friends be able to stop the madness and save everyone in
time? -- VIZ Media
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Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 16
Enjoying his work as a high-school science teacher, his marriage to Mary Jane, and a period of low
crime, Peter Parker learns that the Rhino has resumed his nefarious activities in Times Square, a
situation that is further complicated by the emergence of Spider-Man's former ally and love interest, the
Black Cat. Reprint.

Yona of the Dawn, Vol. 9
“Stephen Kiernan has pulled off the nearly impossibleThe most tender, terrifying, relevant book you’ll
read this year.” — Jenna Blum, New York Times bestselling author of Those Who Save Us and The Lost
Family From the critically acclaimed author of The Baker’s Secret and The Curiosity comes a novel of
conscience, love, and redemption—a fascinating fictionalized account of the life of Charlie Fisk, a gifted
mathematician who was drafted into Manhattan Project and ordered against his morals to build the
detonator for the atomic bomb. With his musician wife, he spends his postwar life seeking
redemption—and they find it together. Graduating from Harvard at the height of World War II, brilliant
mathematician Charlie Fish is assigned to the Manhattan Project. Working with some of the age’s
greatest scientific minds, including J. Robert Oppenheimer, Enrico Fermi, and Leo Szilard, Charlie is
assigned the task of designing and building the detonator of the atomic bomb. As he performs that work
Charlie suffers a crisis of conscience, which his wife, Brenda—unaware of the true nature of Charlie’s
top-secret task—mistakes as self-doubt. She urges him to set aside his qualms and continue. Once the
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bombs strike Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the feelings of culpability devastate him and Brenda. At the
war’s end, Charlie receives a scholarship to pursue a PhD in physics at Stanford—an opportunity he and
Brenda hope will allow them a fresh start. But the past proves inescapable. All any of his new colleagues
can talk about is the bomb, and what greater atomic weapons might be on the horizon. Haunted by guilt,
Charlie and Brenda leave Stanford and decide to dedicate the rest of their lives to making amends for the
evil he helped to birth into the world. Based on the life of the actual mathematician Charles B. Fisk,
Universe of Two combines riveting historical drama with a poignant love story. Stephen Kiernan has
conjured a remarkable account of two people struggling to heal their consciences and find peace in a
world forever changed.

The Seven Deadly Sins
My Status as an Assassin Obviously Exceeds the Hero’s (Manga) Vol. 3
Blast from the Past! Howzer whips up a huge storm in an attempt to defeat Diane, but even a humansized giant can stand strong against the f iercest tempests. In the next match, Meliodas faces Cain, who
conjures terrifying fire magic while also leveling fiery accusations at Meliodas about his rumored
involvement in the destruction of Danafell. How will Meliodas respond? Can he take the punishment for
his alleged sins?
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Drawing Chibi
Tanjiro sets out on the path of the Demon Slayer to save his sister and avenge his family! In Taisho-era
Japan, kindhearted Tanjiro Kamado makes a living selling charcoal. But his peaceful life is shattered
when a demon slaughters his entire family. His little sister Nezuko is the only survivor, but she has been
transformed into a demon herself! Tanjiro sets out on a dangerous journey to find a way to return his
sister to normal and destroy the demon who ruined his life.

Pure Invention
Kentaro Miura's epic adult fantasy/horror series is an international sensation and is now featured in 7x10
deluxe hardcover editions! Griffith, the mutilated leader of the Band of the Hawk mercenaries, offers up
his command to the demon lords of the Godhand in exchange for a rebirth into beauty--and terrible
power. But the Hawks' berserker champion, Guts, will take on perdition itself to save his lover, Casca,
from the profane violations that only Hell can offer! Collects Berserk volumes 13-15, and includes
Berserk Prototype, the original Berserk submission story.

Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 13
At Mt. Natagumo, Tanjiro, Zenitsu and Inosuke battle a terrible family of spider demons. Taking on
such powerful enemies demands all the skill and luck Tanjiro has as he and his companions fight to
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rescue Nezuko from the spiders’ web. The battle is drawing in other Demon Slayers but not all of them
will leave Mt. Natagumo alive—or in one piece! -- VIZ Media

Skybourne #1
Koichi and his “friends”—Kazuho, a.k.a. Pop Step, and the mysterious Knuckleduster—have teamed up to
protect their neighborhood (unofficially of course). But even petty criminals with Quirks can be
dangerous, and taking them on shows Koichi that he’d better not underestimate them. Sizing up the
opposition is important, especially when some of the villains are definitely out of Koichi’s league and
more sinister threats lurk in the shadows -- VIZ Media

Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 8
Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 19
The Demon Slayer Corps plunges into Infinity Castle to confront Muzan. Shinobu engages in a fierce
fight against Doma, the Upper Rank 2 demon. Poison doesn’t work on him, so she finds herself in an
intense struggle. Will she be able to defeat the demon who killed her older sister?! Then another demon
appears before Zenitsu and blocks his way -- VIZ Media
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Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 18
Their initial confrontation with Kokushibo, the most powerful of Muzan’s demons, has left Tokito
severely wounded and Genya cut in half—but still alive! Can his regenerative power heal even this fatal
wound? The Hashira Himejima and Sanemi square off with Kokushibo and unleash all the skill they
have against him. Himejima is blind, but if he can see into the Transparent World he might have a
chance. Who will survive this whirlwind of flashing blades? -- VIZ Media

Berserk Deluxe Volume 5
While investigating a strange set of mysterious deaths, Itadori meets Junpei, a troubled kid who is often
bullied at school. However, Junpei is also befriended by the culprit behind the bloody incident—Mahito,
a mischievous cursed spirit! Mahito sets in motion a devious plan involving Junpei, hoping to ensnare
Itadori as well. -- VIZ Media

Tomie: Complete Deluxe Edition
Learning to destroy demons won’t be easy, and Tanjiro barely knows where to start. The surprise
appearance of another boy named Giyu, who seems to know what’s going on, might provide some
answers—but only if Tanjiro can stop Giyu from killing his sister first! -- VIZ Media
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Can You Forgive Her?
Tanjiro sets out on the path of the Demon Slayer to save his sister and avenge his family! In Taisho-era
Japan, kindhearted Tanjiro Kamado makes a living selling charcoal. But his peaceful life is shattered
when a demon slaughters his entire family. His little sister Nezuko is the only survivor, but she has been
transformed into a demon herself! Tanjiro sets out on a dangerous journey to find a way to return his
sister to normal and destroy the demon who ruined his life. After centuries of preparation and training,
the Demon Slayer Corps has come face-to-face with their greatest enemy, Muzan Kibutsuji. It is a
desperate battle, and several Demon Slayers have already been killed. Tanjiro himself has engaged
Muzan. Despite giving it everything he has, Tanjiro gets taken out of the fight! But although he is
severely injured and near death, he sees a vision of his ancestor that may hold the key to finally
destroying Muzan!

Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 17
Transported to a fantasy world for a roguish new take on the isekai genre! High schooler Oda Akira is
good at flying under the radar. When his entire class is summoned to a fantasy world by a royal family,
they're asked to become heroes and bring down the demon kingbut Akira is suspicious. Using his stealth
abilities, he sneaks into the royal library to find out the truth about this "heroic mission." Will he tell his
classmates what's really going on, or is it up to Akira--and his remarkable thief-like skills--to solve this
problem on this own?
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The Japanese Sake Bible
Thanks to intelligence acquired by the upper echelons of the Japanese Imperial Demon Army, the human
resistance knows that vampire nobles are massing in Nagoya prior to an attack on the human stronghold
of Tokyo in one month’s time. Yuichiro’s squad joins a secret mission to exterminate them, but the
Moon Demon Company is very unimpressed with their lack of polish. Can these rookies prove their
worth in real combat? -- VIZ Media

Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 15
Tomie Kawakami is a femme fatale with long black hair and a beauty mark just under her left eye. She
can seduce nearly any man, and drive them to murder as well, even though the victim is often Tomie
herself. While one lover seeks to keep her for himself, another grows terrified of the immortal succubus.
But soon they realize that no matter how many times they kill her, the world will never be free of Tomie.
-- VIZ Media

Radiant
Let’s go eat some Italian food! Josuke and the gang find themselves in hot water in a brand-new Italian
restaurant thanks to its overly aggressive chef. Is he an enemy Stand user or just a foodie gone off the
deep end? Plus, Josuke discovers that someone has been spying on every known Stand user in Morioh
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right before his absentee father, Joseph Joestar, comes to town, and the gang has to contend with Rohan
Kishibe, a local mangaka who is a really bizarre individual! -- VIZ Media

Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 23
The untold story of how Japan became a cultural superpower through the fantastic inventions that
captured—and transformed—the world’s imagination. “A masterful book driven by deep research, new
insights, and powerful storytelling.”—W. David Marx, author of Ametora: How Japan Saved American
Style The Walkman. Karaoke. Pikachu. Pac-Man. Akira. Emoji. We’ve all fallen in love with one or
another of Japan’s pop-culture creations, from the techy to the wild to the super-kawaii. But as Japanese
media veteran Matt Alt proves in this brilliant investigation of Tokyo’s pop-fantasy complex, we don’t
know the half of it. Japan’s toys, gadgets, and imaginary worlds didn’t merely entertain. They
profoundly transformed the way we live. In the 1970s and ’80s, Japan seemed to exist in some near
future, gliding on the superior technology of Sony and Toyota while the West struggled to catch up.
Then a catastrophic 1990 stock-market crash ushered in the “lost decades” of deep recession and social
dysfunction. The end of the boom times should have plunged Japan into irrelevance, but that’s precisely
when its cultural clout soared—when, once again, Japan got to the future a little ahead of the rest of us.
Hello Kitty, the Nintendo Entertainment System, and multimedia empires like Pokémon and Dragon
Ball Z were more than marketing hits. Artfully packaged, dangerously cute, and dizzyingly fun, these
products made Japan the forge of the world’s fantasies, and gave us new tools for coping with trying
times. They also transformed us as we consumed them—connecting as well as isolating us in new ways,
opening vistas of imagination and pathways to revolution. Through the stories of an indelible group of
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artists, geniuses, and oddballs, Pure Invention reveals how Japanese ingenuity remade global culture and
may have created modern life as we know it. It’s Japan’s world; we’re just gaming, texting, singing,
and dreaming in it.

RWBY
"In Scaffold Parenting, world-renowned child psychiatrist Harold Koplewicz introduces the powerful
new and clincially-tested idea that this deliberate build-up and then gradual loosening of parental
support is the single most effective way to encourage kids to climb higher, try new things and grow from
mistakes, and to develop character and strength. Offering the ten building blocks or "planks" of an
effective scaffold--from laying a solid foundation and setting limits and minimizing cracks--he expertly
guides parents through the strategies they need to raise empowered, capable kids while building parentchild bonds that will survive adolescence and grow stronger into adulthood"--

One Piece Color Walk Compendium: East Blue to Skypiea
Tanjiro sets out on the path of the Demon Slayer to save his sister and avenge his family! In Taisho-era
Japan, Tanjiro Kamado is a kindhearted boy who makes a living selling charcoal. But his peaceful life is
shattered when a demon slaughters his entire family. His little sister Nezuko is the only survivor, but she
has been transformed into a demon herself! Tanjiro sets out on a dangerous journey to find a way to
return his sister to normal and destroy the demon who ruined his life. Learning to destroy demons won’t
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be easy, and Tanjiro barely knows where to start. The surprise appearance of another boy named Giyu,
who seems to know what’s going on, might provide some answers—but only if Tanjiro can stop Giyu
from killing his sister first!

Black Clover, Vol. 1
"Phineas Finn" is one of Trollope's most enchanting novels. It revolves around a young Irish, Phineas
Finn, who becomes a member of the British House of the Parliament and plays an important role in the
reforms of the British politics of the mid-19th century. The author has very well described his views and
emotions as a politician along with his relationships with three different women. Captivating!

Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 22
"In Taisho-era Japan, kindhearted Tanjiro Kamado makes a living selling charcoal. But his peaceful life
is shattered when a demon slaughters his entire family. His little sister Nezuko is the only survivor, but
she has been transformed into a demon herself! Tanjiro sets out on a dangerous journey to find a way to
return his sister to normal and destroy the demon who ruined his life."--

Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba
Tanjiro sets out on the path of the Demon Slayer to save his sister and avenge his family! In Taisho-era
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Japan, kindhearted Tanjiro Kamado makes a living selling charcoal. But his peaceful life is shattered
when a demon slaughters his entire family. His little sister Nezuko is the only survivor, but she has been
transformed into a demon herself! Tanjiro sets out on a dangerous journey to find a way to return his
sister to normal and destroy the demon who ruined his life.

Phineas Finn
The inmates of this insane penitentiary fight for survival every day to provide entertainment for the
masses, and terrifying secrets lurk in the shadows. Ganta is determined to survive Deadman Wonderland
and clear his name, but the price may be his soul -- VIZ Media

Demon Slayer
Young Asta was born with no magic ability in a world where magic is everything. In order to prove his
strength and keep a promise with his friend, Asta dreams of becoming the greatest mage in the land, the
Wizard King! -- VIZ Media

Jujutsu Kaisen, Vol. 4
Learn how to draw adorable manga- and anime-style illustrations, including popular chibi onesies and
adorable kawaii critters, with step-by-step instructions. Open your sketch book and begin to doodle and
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create in your favorite anime styles with this step-by-step drawing instructional handbook for kawaii
(cute) and chibi (small) people, animals, mystical creatures, food, and more. Just starting with
illustrating? Drawing Chibi is the perfect guide for beginners and budding artists alike. Start with simple
illustrations like an usagi (bunny), same (shark), and aisukurimu (ice cream) before moving on to fun,
multi-step illustrations like the yosei (fairy), ninja, and (uber-popular) animal onesies. Each instructional
series shows how to lay out the illustration, correctly size each element, then carefully draw each
feature. Workbook-style pages adjoining each illustration provide a space for readers to try their hand at
practicing each drawing multiple times.

Seraph of the End, Vol. 7
Tanjiro goes to see the Stone Hashira, Himejima, who intends to prepare him for the battles to come.
The training to become a Hashira—a high-ranking member of the Demon Slayer Corps—is intense and
demanding, and earning Himejima’s approval seems impossible, but Tanjiro won’t give up!
Meanwhile, the demon lord Muzan continues to search for the location of Nezuko and Ubuyashiki. -VIZ Media

Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 1
After dealing with several demonic enemies aboard the Infinity Train, Tanjiro, Zenitsu and Inosuke must
face the demon spirit of the train itself! Even if they can stop the demon train, the minions of Muzan
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Kibutsuji are still out there and Tanjiro must continue to improve his strength and skills. Learning the
secret of the Hikonami Kagura and Flame Breathing will give him a powerful new advantage. -- VIZ
Media

The Scaffold Effect
The Japanese Sake Bible is the ultimate book about Japan's national drink—from its history, culture and
production methods to how to choose the best sake and recommended food pairings. Author Brian
Ashcraft—the author of the popular guide Japanese Whisky—has put together lively commentaries based
on dozens of interviews with master brewers and sake experts across Japan. His fascinating stories are
accompanied by over 300 full-color photographs, maps and drawings. A unique feature of this book is
that it includes reviews, tasting notes, scores and a buying guide for over 100 of the leading sake brands,
written by respected Japanese sake expert Takashi Eguchi. These include all the sakes most commonly
found outside Japan. Each sake has a photo of the label, tasting notes, a score and recommended food
pairings. Information on the leading brewers is provided, and the sakes are grouped by flavor profile.
Japanese sake is brewed worldwide today and is winning over many converts. A foreword by sake
connoisseur and world-renowned DJ Richie Hawtin addresses the spread in global popularity and the
shared mission of making this specialty beverage as accessible as possible. With the help of this book
you'll soon become an expert in selecting, serving and enjoying Japan's favorite drink.

Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 5
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Tanjiro sets out on the path of the Demon Slayer to save his sister and avenge his family! In Taisho-era
Japan, Tanjiro Kamado is a kindhearted boy who makes a living selling charcoal. But his peaceful life is
shattered when a demon slaughters his entire family. His little sister Nezuko is the only survivor, but she
has been transformed into a demon herself! Tanjiro sets out on a dangerous journey to find a way to
return his sister to normal and destroy the demon who ruined his life.

How to Draw Manga
Zeno, the Yellow Dragon, joins Yona’s party, and now the Four Dragons are finally assembled! Yona
and her friends head to Yun’s birthplace in the land of the Fire Tribe. The people in the area not only
have to deal with famine, but are forced into poverty by heavy taxes. What measures will Yona and her
friends take to protect the town from oppressive government officials? -- VIZ Media

Spider-Man: The Darkest Hours
The members of the Demon Slayer Corps are sworn to destroy demons wherever they find them—but the
condition of Tanjiro’s sister, Nezuko, is a problem. What will the Hashira—the leaders of the Demon
Slayer Corps—do about Tanjiro protecting his own demonic sister? Meanwhile, Kibutsuji assembles his
own minions and intensifies his search for Tanjiro -- VIZ Media

Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 6
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Ruby, Weiss, Blake and Yang are students at Beacon Academy, learning to protect the world of
Remnant from the fearsome Grimm! -- VIZ Media

Universe of Two
The strange shape-shifting demons Hatengu and Gyokko attack Tanjiro and his friends in the hidden
village of swordsmiths. The Mist Hashira, Muichiro Tokito, engages the demons, but he’ll need some
help from Tanjiro and another Demon Slayer, Genya. It’s bad enough that they have to fight two upperrank demons, but can they handle a foe who can split itself into four separate bodies and regenerate
almost instantly? -- VIZ Media

JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure: Part 4--Diamond Is Unbreakable
Tanjiro sets out on the path of the Demon Slayer to save his sister and avenge his family! In Taisho-era
Japan, kindhearted Tanjiro Kamado makes a living selling charcoal. But his peaceful life is shattered
when a demon slaughters his entire family. His little sister Nezuko is the only survivor, but she has been
transformed into a demon herself! Tanjiro sets out on a dangerous journey to find a way to return his
sister to normal and destroy the demon who ruined his life. The fight with Kokushibo, the highestranking demon among Muzan’s servants, is over. Although Himejima and Sanemi defeated Kokushibo
and sent him to hell, the price the Demon Slayer Corps has paid is very high. Kiriya Ubuyashiki, the
new leader of the Demon Slayers, struggles to recover from the losses. With the battle against Muzan far
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from over, the remaining fighters will need his help more than ever. Meanwhile, deep within Infinity
Castle, Tanjiro and his friends come face-to-face with their nemesis at last…

Deadman Wonderland
The battle between Tanjiro, Giyu and Akaza continues. To beat Akaza, Tanjiro must use an advanced
technique his father taught him—the Transparent World—which will push him beyond his limitations.
Elsewhere in the Infinity Castle, Shinobu, burning with hatred, confronts Doma, the demon who killed
her family. Can she take on the powerful demon by herself? -- VIZ Media
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